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Labor pains give birth to consciousness
By GINNY MANNING
There is an ad that the South
Carolina Development Board has
recently placed in several
national publications, boasting of
the lack of what is coyly termed
"labor pains." The advertisement, designed to promote
relocation of businesses in South
Carolina, points out that the
average work week in South
Carolina is 41.2 hours and that
"our 'right to work' laws insure
the right to work regardless of
membership or non-membership
in any organization." The point of
the ad, directed especially at
businesses in areas where there
is a high percentage of worker
organization, is that there are no
unions in South Carolina to impede the progress of capitalism.
The northern industrialist,
however, may find himself
surprised when he is confronted
with the seedlings of workerconsciousness that are beginning
to be apparent in South Carolina.
For example, over 700 textile
workers went on strike (successfully) for over seven months
against the Oneita Knitting Mills
at the company's two plants in
the neighboring rural towns of
Andrew and Land. As is well
known, union organization of any
sort is negligible in the Carolinas,
where over half of the nation's
textiles mills are located.
The Oneita mills are located in
Williamsburg County, one of the
most poverty-ridden areas m the
nation, with the highest unemployment rate in the state.
Considering the type of work
performed — as in most mills, the
work is both tedious and
strenuous — the pay is low, with
most workers averaging between
1.60 and 2.00 an hour and takehome pay averages $49.50 a
week. Layoffs are common, and
the workers have little safety
protection, no pension plan, and
no medical benefits other than
Federal Workmen's Compensation. It seems particularly
easy for the Oneita mills to take
advantage of their workers —

perhaps it is because over 85
percent of the workers are
women and 75 percent of the
workers are black.
The Textile Workers Union of
America, which has organized a
little over 10 per cent of the
nation's textile mill workers,
claims that the textile companies
act together to keep union
organization out of mills in South
Carolina. Says one TWUA
spokesman, "The textile companies won't stop at anything to
keep a union out of their mills.
Any company that breaks the
rank of the employers' conspiracy is then on bad relations
with other employers."
The reputed "employers'
conspiracy" has been marked by
violence and intimidation. The
TWUA has charged the J.P.
Stevens Company, among others,
with massive violations of the law
including illegally discharging
100 workers and threatening,
interrogating, and spying on both
workers and union organizers.
The TWUA demanded an investigation of the J.P. Stevens
Company when it discovered that
the motel room of a union
organizer in Wallace, South
Carolina was being bugged.
A federal judge, U.S. District
Judge Robert F. Chapman, will
be hearing the motion for a
preliminary injunction against
Stevens (until the union complaint can be aired at length) this
week. Basically, this hearing
revolves' around arguments
whether or not J.P. Stevens
should be ordered to stop electronic "bugging" or other surveillence of union activities involving its mills. The hearing will
also included a motion made by
the TWUA to sue Stevens and
others for a total of $71 million in
damages resulting from the
motel bugging incident this past
April.
Lack of any tradition of worker
organization
has
made
unionization
or
other
organization of workers in the
Carolinas difficult. Except for a
moderately successful hospital
workers' strike in Charleston

three years ago (the workers
gained a small pay increase),
strikes and-or other work stoppages in South Carolina have
been virtually nil. In comparison
with the rest of the nation, particularly in the Northeast and
California, where work stoppages
of varying degrees of severity are
commonplace, South Carolina
labor has remained incredibly
quiet. Even the building trades,
which have recently experienced
violent and long lasting strikes
across the nation (and other
union action), there has been
little action apparent in South
Carolina. However, it appears
that a settlement in the TWUA J.P. Stevens case will have an
important effect on labor
organization in the state — no
matter whose favor the case is
decided in, TWUA has plans for
the textile workers in South
Carolina, which may give impetus to worker organization in
other industries.
Next Week: TWUA Looks at
South Carolina; Workers Look at
TWUA.

Chickasaw plan spurs petition
By DANNY PATTERSON
"We, the undersigned, do
hearby request that Chickasaw
Point's application for a fall
line into Lake Hartwell for
their proposed sewage and
disposal plant be denied.
"As residents of communities on Lake Hartwell we
firmly believe this proposed
plan will be detrimental to
Lake Hartwell as a whole from
ecological, aesthetic, and
recreational aspects."
News that a petition, accompanied by well over 1,000
signatures, had been sent to the
Savannah Corps of Engineers
Monday surprised and displeased
John Hamrick, project engineer
at the Chickasaw Point,
development.
Apparently
Hamrick, who received the news

good
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water were to change for the
worse, it would flow along the
banks of Port Bass — not
Chickasaw Point.
Jerry Arrington, Port Bass
developer, said that Chickasaw
Point claimed the controversial
fall line would dump only unpolluted water into Hartwell.
Arrington
wonders
why
Chickasaw Point doesn't put the
fall line on their up-stream side.
Arrington
said
that
a
Chickasaw Point fall line
"probably wouldn't hurt this
lake, but if they do it, then
Mountain
Bay
(another
development) will." Arrington
and the Port Bass people expect
that it would be only a matter of
time and slime before Hartwell
would be the largest cesspool in
South Carolina—yes, even larger
than Lake Greenwood.

Help

"Us
"finger
tickirr
Directed by Vincent* MinneM

Wednesday, had not been aware
of the petitionary activities of
many residents (both part-time
and full-time) of Port Bass, the
lake-side community on the
down-stream side of Chickasaw
Point.
A
decision
concerning
Chickasaw Point's request by the
Savannah Corps of Engineers
had been expected Monday but
was delayed because of the
petition. As of late Wednesday
afternoon, no decision had been
reached.
The people of Port Bass
naturally objected when they
learned of Chickasaw Point's
plan, but an extra prod of
urgency was felt when they
realized that the proposed fall
line would dump into Hartwell
very near the Port Bass Chickasaw Point line; if the
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Professor as author: a question of ethics
By DEBBIE GRAHAM
When a student walks into class
on the first day and is assigned a
text written by his professor, he
may think the professor is not
only out to fail him but also out to
get his money.
The traditional practice of
professors requiring students to
buy books they have written
raises a question of ethics in
many students' minds. Is it the
professor's way of fattening his
purse, or does he really think his
book best relays the subject to the
student?
At Clemson there are several
professors who require students
to buy their books or books
written by their colleagues. The
professors claim, however, that
the practice is purely in the interest of the students. Some
authors receive no royalties at all
from the printing and sale of their
works.
James H. Couch, associate
professor
of
industrial
engineering, is the author of
Manufacturing, Processes and
Materials the text used for IE 301.
Couch finished his book in 1960
and revised it in 1967.
He explained that at the time
his book was written, there was a
need for a text that included the
processes and techniques taken
in a basic IE course. "Other
books that were available could
have been used only in part," he
said. "Students would have
needed more than one book."
"Today there are probably
texts available that are more
complete," he conceded, "but
they are also more expensive,"
Couch said that the hardback
edition of his book costs less than
$10. As for royalties, he explained
that he has made less than $150
since 1967. "If I catalog all the
expenses," he said, "I might
break even."
The head of the chemical
engineering department, Charles
E. Littlejohn, is a co-author of
Introduction
to
Chemical
Engineering, the text used in Eng
180 and ChE 201. Littlejohn explained that his book, which
presents basic engineering ideas
to be used by students in later
courses, was written in 1959 to fill
a then-present gap in chemical
engineering literature at the
basic level. He admitted that
there are now other texts
available, but he said they emphasize different aspects.
"There are as many theories of
how to teach engineering as how
to teach psychology. The way
professors go about presenting
the material is different. I prefer
the approach we used in this
book," he said.
Littlejohn also stated that
many textbooks are written for
the writer's contemporaries and
not the students. "We like to think
our book is written to impress the
students," he said.
In this case the author receives
no royalties from the bookstore,
which sells the loose leaf
notebook at cost to students for
about $4. However, Littlejohn
does receive about 15 per cent
from all hardback copies sold.
Littlejohn has also written
some junior-level books which
will soon be used at Clemson.
Here again the books are spiral
bound, and he will receive no
royalties.
David M. Egan, associate professor of architecture, has
written two books used in courses

which he teaches. Concepts in
Architectural Acoustics at $16.50
and Concepts in Thermal
Comfort at about $8.50 are used in
Arch 476 and 675 and in Bid Sci
301.
Egan explained that he wrote
the books because there was
either no appropriate text
available or none that covered
the course in the way his
curriculum necessitated.
"Considering the hours put into
books," Egan said, "most
authors make less an hour than
someone on Welfare." He
refused, however, to disclose the
amount of royalties he receives.
The math department also uses
two texts written by a staff
member. Although the author
does not teach the courses which
require the texts, his wife does.
Clayton V. Aucoin, a professor
and
former
dean
of
mathematical sciences, is a coauthor of Elementary and
Contemporary Mathematics,
used in Math 115 and 116, and

Elementary and Contemporary
Algebra, used in Math 215.
Aucoin's motive also was given
as a need for better teaching
methods. He receives 7'/2 per cent
of the bookstore's price for each
book sold and donates it to "my
children's education. Authors
who make very much money on
texts are few and far between,"
he said. "Most get about what
they put in; some get less."
The lab manual for Agric 202
was also written by two members
of the University faculty. Michel
W. Jutras, associate professor of
agronomy and soils, and Bobby J.
Skelton, associate professor of
horticulture, wrote the manual
because there was no other
manual available for use in the
auto-tutorial lab. Clemson is the
only University in the country
that uses this technique, according to Jutras.
"At a cost of about $600 a year,
we used to memeograph handwhich the students lost. We were
asked by the department head to

do the manual, and it's a damn
good manual," Jutras explained.
Jutras said that he was unsure
of the royalties he receives
because Skelton manages, that
part of the partnership. Jutras
donates his profits to the
American
Association
of
University Professors. Skelton
could not be contacted concerning the manual.
Another lab manual, General
Botony Laboratory Exercises
and Directions, used in Bot 103,
was written by Clyde J.
Umphlett, professor and head of
botany, and Lester A. McGinnis,
agricultural aide I.
McGinnis explained that the
need for the manual arose when
Biol 101 and Bot 101 were combined this semester. "This is a
unique course," he said, "and the
best coverage for the lab was to
write a manual ourselves. None
other served the purpose the way
we felt we could."
McGinnis said that the loose
leaf manual costs the student

$1.65. Neither author receives a
royalty.
Economic students are also
reading a book written by
members of Clemson's economic
staff. Economics Today, a $3.25
supplement for several economic
courses, is a collection of
editorials written mostly by
Clemson professors for the
Greenville News.
Russell D. Shannon, associate
professor of economics and editor
of Economics Toda^, said that
none of the writers receive
royalties.
"The articles," Shannon explained, "explain economic
concepts and analyze current
problems for the average
reader."
Shannon said that since the
articles had already been written
for the News, the department
decided to compile them and use
them here. "We also felt that
students would enjoy reading
things written
by
their
professors," Shannon conducted.
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Cinema

Superstar ranks as lasting piece of cinema
By TOMMY EVATT
As interpreted by director Norman
Jewison, Jesus Christ Superstar comes to
the public in its final, immortal form — the
screen. And a monumental event it is.
Jewison has taken the rock opera — seen
and heard so far as a double album,
concert presentation, and legitimate
theatre production — and transformed it
into a motion picture of peic proportions.
He has retained the brilliant score, added
two new musical numbers, and has filmed
the opera, using relative unknowns, on
location in Israel. With the combination of
filming genius and musical precision,
Jewison has presented us with a brilliant
and lasting piece of cinema.
One cannot begin a review of Superstar
without commending the performances of

the four starring characters. Ted Neely
plays Christ and his interpretation is quite
good. He is no Ian Gillian Christ on the
original album), but he does give a highly
effective performance in the title role. An
emotional and dynamite-charged performance is given by the hugely gifted
black actor Carl Anderson, who plays
Judas Iscariot. Two veterans of the
original Jesus Christ Superstar album are
in the film: Yvonne Elliman, whose
"Everything's Alright" and "I Don't Know
How To Love Him" are perhaps the
opera's most famous numbers, and Barry
Dennen, who plays Pontius Pilate, As
Mary Magdalene, Elliman acheives a
pinnacle of emotion; her performance is
poignant and often quite moving. Dennen
carries his part as Pontius Pilate extremely well. He is perhaps the oldest
performer in the troupe, but proves

himself to be an actor with great skill.
Secondary performers also show well: Bob
Bingham as the treacherous Caiaphas and
Kurt Yaghjian as his evil cohort Annas;
Larry T. Marshall as Simon Zealotes; and
Joshua Mostel (Zero's son) as the
uproarious King Herod.
The technical aspects of Jesus Christ
Superstar are resplendent. The film was
shot in Todd-AO 35 and in Technicolor, so
the sound and visual effects are superb
(courtesy of the beautiful Israeli scenery).
Dance numbers, notably the ones in
"What's the Buzz?" and "Simon
Zealotes," are pure Broadway-type
choreography and are carried off in an
energetic, appealing fashion. Andre'
Previn conducts the music in the film, and
the music, of course, is the essence of
Superstar. Previn's conduction of the

Rent-a-kid
program set
by town group

j.R Stevens

By DIANE FRICKS
Need some extra money? Want
a job done? Call "Rent-A-Kid" at
654-1448.
"Rent-A-Kid," organized by
the Clemson Chamber of Commerce, is an effort to establish a
market for those who need parttime employment and for those
who need part-time employees.
"We saw a need to provide a
common ground, so to speak, for
those with jobs to do and those
who want to do the jobs. This is
the reason for "Rent-A-Kid",
Chamber President Henry
Cheney said.
By calling "Rent-A-Kid," a
merchant or other person is given
the names of interested students.
These students call and leave
their names to receive jobs such
as baby sitting, yard maintenance or other odd jobs. The
employer sets the suitable wage.
This is a service, not an employment agent. Therefore, there
is no charge for either party.
The "Rent-A-Kid" service is a
permanent service, not a summer opportunity and is not
confined to Clemson students.
Anyone in the area may participate.
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innovative score is at times startling in its
intensity, and is always admirable.
To expose dramatic high points of Jesus
Christ Superstar would be unfair; in fact,
mere descriptions would be inadequate. It
is entirely necessary to view the film in
order to visualize certain episodes, One
thing is certain —the dramatic numbers in
Superstar are bountiful, and the effect is,
at times, overwhelming. It is ludicrous to
view JCS with a religious experience in
mind; there just isn't much theology in it.
Nonetheless, it is highly unlikely that any
one's religious convictions would be
disturbed in the least by the film.
Many persons will probably find fault
with Jesus Christ Superstar; I didn't. I'
found it to be a cinematic teat of distinction apd class. The film is not pretentious;
on the contrary, it is a marvelously
exquisite and inoffensive film

Stevens
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They always say to give credit
where credit is due, and in last
week's issue of the Tiger, we
really blew it. Somehow, we
neglected to include photo
credits, a mistake which needs to
be corrected even now.
The aerial photography which
ran on page 1 and on the centerspread "Changes At Clemson"
was done by Ed Beaman. Special
thanks goes to the Aero Club for
helping Beaman reach new
heights in photographic excellence.
John Rowntree photographed
the traffic shots on page 3, and
Bob Thompson took the picture of
student union construction on
page 11.
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Meditating with Santana and McLaughlin
Rock is turning out some
strange bedfellows these days
and perhaps one of the strangest
arrangements is the recent
pairing of Carlos Santana
with
Mahavishnu
John
McLaughlin. The collaboration
between Sri Chinmoy follower
McLaughlin and apparent new
convert Santana has recently
produced an album called Love
Devotion Surrender (Columbia
KC32034).
The album is instrumental and
features better guitar work from
Santana than I have heard in
quite a while. McLaughlin adds
his talented and distinctive touch
on guitar and piano and apparently sort of oversees
everything in general. While all
the backing musicians do a fine
job, organist Khalid Yasin adds
more than his share to a very
good overall work. He seems
always to be there when he's
needed, whether filling in the
background like fine mortar or
standing out in front of the sound
in a lead role.
The music on the album is
much like McLaughlin's past
efforts, but somewhat more
subdued. This is meditation
music for the most part, an interesting mixture of Eastern and
Western styles which manages to
be both stimulating to your
musical tastes and yet relaxing.
Soft, eerie chants flow in and out
of the music as the men try to put
across their spiritual message:
"This life divine...is yours and
mine."

The album begins with two
John Coltrane tunes; "A Love
Supreme" and "Naima." The
first of these is a very Indiansounding song with strong
Western ties, such as a prominent
bass line. Oddly enough, the
combination works. "Naima" is
a short, quiet track featuring
some lovely Spanish-influenced
guitar work and is one of the
more restful pieces I have enjoyed hearing lately. Side Two is
finished off by "Meditation",
another fairly short cut in which
McLaughlin shows his piano
prowess in a thoughtful and
comtemplative mood.
It's a little hard to talk about
this album in general. From the
extensive liner notes I gather that
it is an attempt to get the Sri
Chinmoy message of love,
devotion, and surrender to God
through to as many people as
possible. While it did not convince
me to take off tomorrow for a Sri
Chinmoy center, the record did
impress me as being the work of
people who are very relaxed and
secure enough to devote themselves to playing their music
well. That is something a great
many musicians seem not to be
doing lately, and if Sri Chinmoy
can provide the incentive or
whatever to inspire people to
excellence as evidenced here,
then perhaps the liner notes inside Love Devotion Surrender
should be scanned with as much
interest as is given to the music.
Jethro Tull's new biggie, A

Passion Play (Chrysalis CHR
1040), has been drawing a lot of
flack from critics who describe it
as pretentious and things even
less complimentary. I must go
along with them, at least to some
extent. Another total-concept
album, like Thick as a Brick,
Passion Play lacks a lot of the
class TAAB had. Much of the
album seems to be an imitation of
the earlier work, not so much a
theft of the music as of the
general crazy mood. Leader Ian
Anderson seems to have decided
he's found a good formula and
sticks with it; he's only experimentive by adding excessive
amoungts of various things in the
hope of selling a few more
albums. The lyrics have gotten
completely out of hand: "The icecream lady wet her drawers, to
see you in the Passion Play..."
Come on, Ian. The music on the
record is definitely below the
quality of that onThick as a
Brick, though it is performed
quite well. The highlight of the
album is a group of interesting
synthesizer
passages
by
keyboard man John Evan, who
provides us with the only fresh
moments on the album. If you're
a Tull fanatic, then you'll
probably enjoy A Passion Play,
but I would have to recommend
to anyone else that he wait
around for Anderson and Company's next offering.
There's not a whole lot I can
say about the Allman Brothers
Band that hasn't been said

already and probably recently.
After suffering what many
thought were death blows on two
separate occasions (the deaths of
bassist Berry Oakley and slide
guitar wizard Duane Allman),
the band has not only survived
but has flourished, sticking to a
heavy concert schedule while
maintaining creativity and good
taste in their new studio music.
Their latest release, Brothers
and Sisters, is another tasteful
example of the band doing what
they like best — playing the
blues. Guitarist Dickie Betts does
his usual fine job on lead and
slide and also wrote about half
the songs on the album (Gregg
Allman is rumored to be holding

back some songs he has written
for rumored release on a
rumored solo album). The new
additions to the band seem to be
fitting in well, with Lamar
Williams setting a good Solid bass
line on acoustic and electric bass
and Chuck Leavell contributing a
bunch of beautiful honky-tonk
flavor with his piano.
The songs on the album are
well-written, well-produced,
played to the Allman's normal
high musical standards, and are
generally
excellent.
The
Allman Brothers Band is capable
of a lot. With Brothers and Sisters
they haven't disappointed us a
bit.
GARYRAGAN
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letters
Dear Sirs:
First I would like to set the
record straight. I have never
written or replied to any
magazine or newspaper, feeling
that a musician should make
music and not worry about
critics. But after reading "Sound
and Fury" (Aug. 24 TIGER), I
feel somewhat obligated to reply
to Mr. Ragan, author of the article.
Ragan says, "Carmen Appice
is a rough, hard-working
drummer out of the Corky Lang
mold." Corky Lang doesn't even
deserve to be spoken of in the
same breath as Carmen Appice.
One of the finest drummers in
pop music, Appice, with Tim
ANDERSON

MALL THEATRE
NORTH MAIN STREET

Bogert, was one of the
forerunners of using tight harmonies with explosive rock 'n roll
back in the mid and late sixties
with the Vanilla Fudge. Carmen
Appice was well established long
before Corky Lang came into the
scene with Mountain.
Then Ragan cuts down Tim
Bogert slightly, but builds him up
in the next breath. (Bogert
Appice are the finest rhythm
section to be found anywhere.)
But he then outdoes himself,
saying that Bogert is the only
bass player besides Jack Bruce
to attempt three finger chords.
This is a farce. Just listen to Phil
Lesh (Dead), Jack Cassidy
(Airplane) and Harvey Brooks
(Fabulous Rhinestones) for a

HELD
OVER
7th Sensational Week

minute, and he'll be up to his ears
in three finger chords.
Ragan closes by saying that
Beck, Bogert, and Appice give
new hope for top notch
musicians. Very well put.
I mean no shun to Ragan. I only
hope he'll research his material a
little more before he writes in the
future. He owes his readers that
much.
O'dell Scott
J. Coffin

A review is an expression of the
opinion of the writer, and, such, it
is likely to conflict with the
opinion of nearly every other
human on earth. So I will not
engage in duels with those who
feel differently on the letter page
of this or any other publication.
As for Phil Lesh, I admit
ignorance. I share Mike
Bloomfield's opinion of the Dead.
As for research, perhaps it
would interest you to know that
Corky's last name is Laing,
Jack's last name is Casady, and
Appice's first name is Carmine.
Thanks for reading and
writing.—Gary Ragan

The following letter, sent to
University President R. C.
Edwards was also given to the
Tiger for publication. — the
editors
Dear Sir:
This letter is to inform you, if
you didn't already know, of the
unsanitary conditions that are
prevalent in Johnstone Hall.
Examples such as vomit, that
is as of August 27 still on the floor,
after my second complaint within
six days. Also, that none of the
stalls flush properly and, as a
result, the smell of urine is
prevalent in the halls. Floors that
have not been cleaned since or
before August 18. Stepping on
cigarette butts in the middle of
the night (since most of the lights
don't work) added with the
hazard of slipping on a puddle
(some of which have been
rumored to be small lakes) make
the "total" college experience
one that couldn't be forgotten ...
even if I tried.
A student was knocking madly
on my door at 7:30 a.m. Saturday,
demanding the use of my foot
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powder. He had forgotten to wear
his togs into the shower and was
afraid of what might now be
growing between his toes.
I, as a freshman student of this
University, can't understand
why, or even how, the University
could spend $2,000,000 on the
Jervey Athletic Center, $3,479,000
on the Fike Recreation Center
and $3,200,000 on the University
Union Building when it doesn't
spend the money needed to keep
parts of the present campus from
being condemned.
I feel that it's just a little bit
ironic when we see folders
bragging of the new University
buildings and the beautiful
campus. I just can't imagine a
reason why there isn't a picture
of the bathrooms of Johnstone
Hall in one of them. I don't know
about you, but they're a big part
of my day. Well, after all, what
would you want to see in a folder?
But still after all, I guess you'd
get the "we-just-didn't -have-thespace" answer. Again it's ironic
when the newspapers and
magazines claim that college
students never take baths and
don't wash their hair. I don't
mean to sound simplistic, but
some might be afraid to enter the
bathrooms.
I don't mean this to sound
threatening, but I've got a pretty
good idea that if the South
Carolina Board of Board of
Health and the sanitation
department inspected the
facilities here, you might be put
into a very awkward position. I
feel that if the situation is not
greatly improved within the next
week, that I have the duty and
responsibility to seek further
action.
JackF. McKennall
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The economy: Parking problem needs economics
By ROBERT E. McCORMICK
Graduate Student, Economics
If we researched the archives
of Clemson, we would undoubtedly find discussion of the
parking problem emerged with
the
introduction
of
the
automobile. New and varied
solutions abound perennially.
Perhaps this article will add an
economic dimension to the long
list of proposed solutions by
demonstrating how the tools of
economics can be used to help
solve the parking problem.
As with most other goods to
which the principles of economics
apply, the basic problem is one of
scarcity — there are not enough
parking spaces close to the center
of campus activity. Is this
problem any different from a
multitude of others: food,
housing, clothing, or concert
tickets? Is not the problem one of
deciding who will get the
available spaces and who will
not?
In the case of most other
commodities, allocation of the
limited supplies is accomplished
through a market mechanism.
Present parking policy almost
completely ignores this approach
to the problem. Government (in
the form of the Clemson
University Traffic Committee
and the Vice-President for
Executive Affairs) allocates the
parking privileges in a manner
that they deem "in the interest of
safe and courteous motor
vehicular operation." How can
we be sure that this system will

engineers that parking space be
supplied for anyone who has a
car. This most certainly leads to
overconstruction. If students pay
only $2 per year for parking
space, it is difficult to justify an
annual expenditure greater than
that to provide for such space.
Under the present system since
expenditures for parking space
and security are greater than the

give us the best of available
parking areas so that the
University community will get
the most good from the available
spaces?
Isn't it very likely that some
employees who live near campus
or who would be willing to ride a
bicycles are given parking
privileges, depriving other
employees and students who
might value very highly the
privilege of using that space? It
may be more beneficial for some
students to have good parking
spaces than for all faculty to have
them.
Would not a more efficient
solution be to allocate the spaces
to the people who value them the
highest? In other words, let the
traffic committee set prices for
parking stickers for various
areas and let anyone purchase
them. The spaces in the center of
campus would probably cost
more than those out in the
boondocks, just as land downtown is more expensive than that
in the suburbs.
If a shortage develops in an
area, the committee could raise
the price of that sticker until the
number of people wishing to use
(hat area equals the number of
spaces in the area. Under such a
plan, the parking spaces will be
used by those who want them
most, and the parking area will
provide the greatest benefit to the
faculty, staff and students.
Another problem is how much
parking space to provide.
Faculty and students often
demand from planners and

of course there will be a large
amount demanded.

$2 per space per year, students,
employees, and taxpayers who do
not drive are subsidizing those
who do.

Implementation of a pricing
system will help assure us that
only those who use the parking
spaces are the ones that pay for
them, and that these spaces go to
the people who value them most.
Can we expect the Traffic
Committee to do better than this?

The cheapest parking permit
fee should be at least enough to
pay the annual cost of providing
parking facilities, lighting, and
security. If the price is set artificially low (as is now the case),

NOW awards praise, condemn
NEW YORK — The National
Organization for Women New
York
chapter
announced
Thursday its annual "Positive
Image of Women" awards, along
with a few "Horrible Mentions"
— including "Last Tango in
Paris."
The women's lib group based
its disapproval of the movie on
the grounds that "Maria
Scheneider's body is exposed to
the camera as a sex object, while
Marlon Brando is always
discreetly clothed or covered."
NOW announced its "Image"
awards in advertising, television,
books and other fields in conjunction with Women's Liberty
Action Week, celebratint the Aug.
26 anniversary of women's
suffrage.
In the movie field, Barbra
Streisand's "Up the Sandbox"
got a "Horrible Mention" for
ending with Miss Streisand

CBS was praised for showing
two "Maude" reruns over the
protests of antiabortionists, but
all network daytime programming got a "Horrible Mention."
All the shows, soap operas, game
shows or whatever, portray
women as "vicuous, controlled
by men and obsessed with
domestic trivia," NOW said.

"settling for a role as a baby
breeder."
But "A Doll's House" was
given a "Positive Image" award
because Nora, portrayed by
Claire Bloom, "takes a positive
step to set her life right."
NOW was offended by two
books by women — Esther Vilar's
"The Manipulated Man," given a
"Keep Her in Her Place Award,"
and Midge Doctor's "The New
Chastity and Other Arguments
Against Women's Liberation,"
which won a "Horrible Mention."
Applause went to "Women and
Madness" by Dr. Phyllis Chesler.
NOW's pet hate in advertising
winning a "Keep Her in Her
Place" award, is the little cigars
ad which invites what NOW calls
"Mr. Machismo" to "Take a puff.
Blow in her ear. And she'll follow
you anywhere. . ."

A special "Hypocrite's Award"
went to New York Magazine for
"sexist covers and blacklash
articles against
woman's
movement," while the women's
libbers' pet hate, magazines like
Playboy, Penthouse, Oui and
Gallery, were horribly mentioned
with this explanation:
"New York NOW has no objection to sex per se, yet objects
to sexism — wherein only one of
the sexes is denigrated, exploited
and oppressed."

Cheap Week Is Every Week
(only in price—not quality)
.•Records*
'We're Willing

• Speaker Sale*
Dyna A-25

4.98-3.37
5.98-3.85
6.98-4.33
9.98-6.25

*ToPeS*

our P«ce

list price our price
$79.95
$68.00

we're willing to sell these
speakers for $68, if you're
willing to compare them
with small Advents at $72.
list price our price
$125.00
Dyna A-50 $179.95
115.00
AR 2AX
139.00
AR 3A
Rectilinear Mini
60.00
Ill's
99.95
75.00
Fischer 104 139.95
Pioneer CS80.00
119.95
05
60.00
129.95
Creative 88
200.00
299.95
Frazier
Mediterranean

From Clemson Take
Anderson Highway
One Mile Past 1-85

$5.98

ottf

X*

os

$2*
& #>
it .so

^

&
\i .*
40 *s

$2.49
$4.95

onecie*"°tt
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8.29
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* Headphones*

ADV^rrollvn
*■ C-00Cr° >

2"
74
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„ 55
2.55

2.35 each
cVv

list

Superx-Swinger
Pioneer SE-L20
Koss HV-i
Sennheiser HD 414
Sennheiser HD 424
| Koss Pr. 4AA

our
price price
$24.95. $16.95
29.95. • 19.95
39.95. • 25.95
42.95.. .24.95
69.95.. 39.95
60.00.. 39.95

Music MACHIN£

C-l20Croly*

Hours 10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat.
Phone: 244-2562
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Faculty access to health center requested
By DOTTI PRIDDY
Concern over a shortage of
adequate health services in the
Clemson area has prompted the
faculty senate to adopt a
resolution requesting that "all
members of the University be
afforded equal opportunity to
avail themselves of the facilities
of Redfern Health Center."
The basic implication of the
resolution, which was proposed
by Dr. 0. John Jacobus, associate
professor of Chemistry and
Geology, is to convert Redfern
from a student health center to
one which would service the
entire academic community.
Although such a conversion could
benefit all University employees,
the senate's immediate concern
is with the health needs of faculty
members and their growing
difficulty in securing yearly
medical examinations.
"The number of practicing
physicians in this region is
relatively small," said Dr.
Jacobus, "and it is difficult to
schedule medical examinations
in the community." Because of
this situation, Jacobus said, the
majority of faculty personnel
favor a health plan which would
provide annual medical checkups at Redfern on a voluntary
basis. At the present time,
Redfern Health Center provides
only emergency treatment for
faculty and staff.
Although
employees
of
Clemson University are not
required to obtain physical
examinations for either employment or insurance purposes,
Jacobus believes that there is a
need for such examinations on a
yearly basis because in the last
several years "a number of
faculty have keeled over from
heart attacks." The most recent
case occurred this week when a
Dairy Science professor suffered
a heart attack while on campus.
The feasibility of the faculty
resolution, which was passed in
May, is presently being studied
by the administration in
cooperation with the Redfern
Health Center staff. Dean Walter
T. Cox, Vice-President for
Student Affairs, and Dr. Judson

E. Hair, Health Center Director,
have both stated that the greatest
obstacle to implementing the
faculty
proposal
is
the
procurement of necessary funds.
The Health Center is required
by law to be self-supporting,
according to Cox, and student
activities fees are its only source
of funds. "I don't think the
students should subsidize
anyone," said Cox. With state
funds and student fees therefore
unavailable, other sources of
revenue for a faculty health
service must be researched
before anything can be accomplished.
"Capital investment of quite a
large amount is necessary,"
states Hair, who also believes
that student money should not be
used. Conversion of the Health
Center would require money for
expansion of its physical
facilities and its staff, as well as a.
long range supply of funds for'
supplies and maintenance. "I see
no big support from the state or
the- University," said Hair.
Prospects appear even bleaker in
light of recent federal cutbacks in
spending.
"I do understand the problems
in the university," said Jacobus
concerning instigation of his
proposal. "I'm not asking for the
moon to begin with." Jacobus,
who believes that federal funds
could be found, claims that the
purpose of submitting the
resolution in senate was "to
assay the feeling of the faculty
and the administration about
medical examinations."
Another obstacle to faculty
health service is the priorities
which the Redfern staff maintains for itself. According to Hair,
"We're constructed to care for
students. That's our mission. If
any expansion comes, the first
priority is student dependents."
Hair emphasized that Refern
staff members work at the health
center because they enjoy
working with the student age
brackett and he fears that some
would quit if Redfern were turned
into a center for older age groups.
An employee service "would
have to be arranged as a separate
entity," he said.
"I'm flabbergasted at the

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
BLUE JEANS

with

DOWNTOWN

CLEMSON

whole turn of events over the last
three months," said Hair, in
relating a conversation he had
with Jacobus in April. Hair
claims he explained to Jacobus
that the Health Center could not
handle more than students, but
an apparent lack of com-

munication existed between the
faculty and the Center. "It was so
bad we had faculty calling for
appointments."
Presently, at the request of the
administration, Hair is initiating
a cost study of all that would be
involved in renovating the Health

Center. He hopes to have a report
completed "over the next several
weeks." This report will then be
forwarded to the faculty senate
by the administration in response
to their resolution. The future of
the resolution from that point on
is very uncertain.

review

Economics book written
By TOMMY EVATT
"The Heroin Problem," "Who is
Responsible for Pollution?" and
"Implications of Zero Population Growth"
are just three of over 100 economicsrelated articles that have appeared in the
Greenville News since March 1971.
Begun as a means "of making a positive
contribution" to "the prevailing lack of
understanding of our economic
system. . .and economists," the editorial
page columns were initiated by Clemson
University economists "in order to discuss
and evaluate economic topics in plain
English."
Associate Professor of Economics
Russell D. Shannon has taken 40 of the
most provocative articles, the large
majority written by Clemson faculty
economists, from the more than 100 which
have been printed since the column's
origin and has edited them into an attractive publication appropriately entitled
Economics Today.
Economics Today is an interesting
mixture of contemporary economic topics.
The book is divided into two sections,

Microeconomics and Macroeconomics.
Within these two sections are highly entertaining, thought-provoking and informational articles ranging in subjects
from "Competition in Professional
Baseball" and "Junk Mail and the Post
Office" to such articles of national and
international significance as "The
National Debt," "Population Problems
and Cities" and "The Necessity for
Foreign Aid."
Professor Shannon has selected the
editorials well. Economics Today provides
excellent reading for the concerned,
economics-interested layman. The articles
are not boring; they're timely and highly
relative to today's trouble-plagued society.
Professor Shannon said that the primary
reason for the book's publication is its use
as a supplemental text in the Principles of
Economics course. Professor Shannon is
also enthusiastic about the book's
prospects as a general interest
publication. "It was designed in part for
the general economist — the average
reader," he said. And he's correct. One
can gain much from the book.

class pictures will be
made daily from
8:30-5:00 in the 7th
level lounge above the
loggia until Sept. 7.

Shop & Save

Mr. Knickerbocker

Appointments and book

College Ave.

reservations may be made on the
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SALE

SUMMER GOODS
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On campus
Speeches
planned
By SUSAN TRUETT
Speakers on everything from Watergate
and Hollywood to transsexuality will come
to the Clemson campus as part of this
year's Speaker's Bureau program.
An unusual variety of speakers will be
heard free of charge at 7 p.m. on scheduled
nights in Tillman Auditorum.
These speakers, chosen by an all-student
committee, include:
Sept. 11 — Bill Bradley, much publicized
forward of the New York Knickerbockers,
will express his views on current issues.
Oct. 3 James W. McCord, notorious
conspirator, will disclose facts on
Watergate.
Nov. 6 — First nationally publicized
transsexual Christine Jorgenson tells of
her big change. She will handle matters
and answer questions on homosexuality,
gender-identity problems and transvestism.
Nov. 27 — Olympic swimming star
Buster Crabbe (alias Tarzan, Flash
Gorgon, etc.) gives a picture of how things
were in the "Golden Age" of Hollywood.
We will show a 40-minute film tracing the
highlights of his career.
Jan. 15 — U. S. Congressman Gerald R.
Ford will discuss his past association with
championship football teams and current
issues.
Feb. 5 — One of the best-known
television journalists, David Brinkley, will
bring an extended version of "David
Brinkley's Journal."

Feb. 26 — Today with her psychic gift,
Jeane Dixon's time and talent surpass her
availability. However, she will be bringing
Clemson students a talk on her "gift" and
her predictions.
March 19 — A lively debate on social and
political issues will be carried on by
American Leftist Karl Hess and James
Jackson Kilpatrick author of the syndicated column "A Conservative View."
The Speaker's Bureau welcomes student
comments and suggestions. This committee consists of chairman John Rivers,
Jim DuPree, Carl Berry, Anne Hair and
Tommy Skelton.

Crisis
debated
The Clemson Forensic Union has announced the intercollegiate debate topic
for the 1973-74 season. The topic is
"Resolved: That the federal government
control the supply and utilization of energy
in the United States."
Clemson debate teams will be traveling
to between 14 and 18 tournaments this
season, attending contests in states from
Florida to Illinois and from Massachusetts
to Texas.
The Union will also offer an expanded
individual events program at the intercollegiate level during the 1973-74
season. Students may compete in
television commentary, oral interpretation, persuasive speaking,
oratory, improptu, duet acting, solo acting, readers theatre, discussion, after
dinner speaking and extemporaneous
speaking.

Union short
courses
The student union will be offering two
short courses in September.
One will cover the topic "Cooking From
India and will be taught by Nirmala
Pandian.Classes will be held on Tuesday,
September 4,11 and 18 in Room B 211, P&A
building, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
The course will cover Indian methods of
cooking curry dishes and other recipes and
methods. The last class will be a "bringyour-own-feast." There is no charge for
the course, but there will be a limited
enrollment. September 3 is the last day to
register.
A course in bicycle repair will be taught
by Rocky Hale beginning September 11
and running for approximately eight
weeks between 7:30 and 8:30 p.m. The
meeting place will be announced at a later
date.
Topics will include getting the most
enjoyment and use out of your machine,
choosing a bike, simple and complex
repair of any bike and proper riding
techniques. Ther will be a $2 fee for a book.
Enrollment is limited to the first 30 people
who sign at the YMCA desk.

Commuter
lots
Clemson University took additional
steps Wednesday to meet the parking

needs of commuter students.
The chairman of the Traffic and Parking
Committee, Col. E. H. McCarter, said the
Committee had received administration
approval to make available immediately
about 225 more parking spaces for commuting students. Three large parking lots
are already assigned for their use.
The additional commuter parking
spaces will be provided at three campus
locations. Signs will immediately be
posted at each site.
A recently paved lot on "A" Street
between Littlejohn Coliseum and the
soccer field will accommodate about 100
cars. Another parking area between the
soccer field and football stadium is being
assigned for commuter parking, providing
another 75 spaces.
The third area being designated for
commuter parking is the road which leads
into the construction area at the rear of
Lee Hall (College of Architecture).
Students can now park on both sides of this
road which will accommodate about 50
cars.
It was pointed out that the enrollment of
a larger number of commuter students
than originally anticipated had created the
demand for additional parking spaces.
The Committee also said that two additional lights are being installed along the
north entrance road to the large resident
student parking lot south of the high-rise
residence halls.
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campus bulletin
KARATE CLUB — Clemson's Tae K'von
Do club will beholding practice In the YMCA
gymnasium Monday and Thursday from 9 to
10:30 p.m. starting September 10. Membership in the club Is open to all University
students. No experience is necessary as the
classes are arranged to handle beginners as
well as more advanced students. Instruction
will be provided by Mr. Hong, a fourth
degree black belt certified as instructor by
the Korean Tae Kwon Do association, Dues
are $30 per semester.
SPORTS CAR CLUB will hold Its first
meeting September 4 at 7:30 p.m. in meeting
room 4,8th level above the loggia. Plans will
be drawn up for this semester activities,
which wilt Include autocrosses, gymkhanas,
and ralleys. Both girls and guys with an
interest in sports cars are invited.
WOMEN'S EXERCISE CLASSES — will
be held at the YMCA Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m. A group exercise
session will last from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
AERO CLUB wilp have its organizational
meeting Monday at 7:30 p.m. In room C-127
of the P8.AS Building. The club aims to
provide inexpensive flying and flight
training for its members and presently owns
a Cessna 150 trainer and a Cessna 172.
Anyone who wants to get high this year is
welcome to come and talk flying.
KENNETH KRAUSCHE, retired official
of the United Nations, will address the
Unitarian Fellowship Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in
the YMCA clubroom, Krausche will present
a slide lecture on Coptic Christianity in
Egypt," a subject which he researched
during a three year residence in Egypt. The
public is invited.
HOTLINE needs students to work this
semester. If you'd like to help, call 654-1040
any night this week from 8 to 10 p.m.
FORENSIC UNION —will meet Monday at
3:35 in 417 Daniel. All returning members

A. C. DUPONT

should attend, and all students wishing to
debate for Clemson or participate in the
individual events program are invited to
attend.
DELTA SIGMA NU will hold a meeting for
all interested students majoring in any preprofessional health fields on Tuesday at 7:30
in room 101 Kinard. All interested students
are urged to attend this very Important
meeting.
THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT is holding its annual
student-faculty Softball game and beer bust
on Friday, August 31 at 4 p.m. at the "Y"
Beach. All M. E. majors are welcome.
RACQUETTES— Anyone interested in
becoming a racquette for the tennis team
please call Judi Jaynes at 656-6217.
THE WEIGHT LIFTING CLUB will hold
its organizational meeting on Wednesday at
8 p.m. in the basement of Bradley Hall.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION will hold a reception on
Monday at 7 p.m. at the foreign students
lounge in the YMCA. All international
students are invited for fellowship and information about the ISA.
SISTERS
OF
GIRLS
SERVICE
SORORITY are interested in service,
sisterhood and fun. We are holding a drop-in
from 7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday in kitchen two of
Byrnes Hall. If you would like to join GSSbut
can't make it to the drop-in, call Deb at 6711.

members and anyone interested in joining
should attend.
THE WSBF DROP-IN for fall semester
will beheld Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. in the
studios on the eighth level of the student
center. All
students
Interested
in
programming, business, or engineering are
welcome. No experience necessary.
CLEMSON SWIMMING TEAM —All men
interested in trying out for the varsity
swimming team are asked to attend a
meeting Tuesday, September 4, 6 p.m. In
room 104, Freeman Hall.
I'M TIRED of all those superficialities too.
Let's go to the Baha'i meeting, 8 p.m.,
Thursday, August 6, at the ninth-level lounge
above the loggia.

classifieds
WANTED: Individual to care for and
teach my five year old son, in my home. 8
a.m. - 4 p.m. weekdays. East Campus Apts.
Call 654-1770 after 5 p.m. John Murray.
FOR SALE: one 1966 Mercedez-Benz 200
asking S1200, but will dicker. Call Phil in B716 at 654-9919...
FOR SALE: one 1966 Mercedee-Benz 200
asking $1200, but will dicker. Call Phil in B
716 at 654-9919...
LONG JOHN SILVERS SEAFOOD
SHOPPE is now accepting applications for
part-time crew members. 3004 North Main,
Anderson.

FOR SALE: 1967 Ford Galaxie 500. Air
Conditioning, radio, two new 36,000 mile tires
and two good tires. In good condition. Call
Bob at 654-1059.
RIDING SCHOOL. Meadow Wood Farm
provides instruction in hunt seat equitation,
both on the flat and over fences: Classes for
beginners and advanced students. Horses
beared also. 1-85 at Hwy. 86. 845-7908.

HELP WANTED: Girl wanting to earn
extra money—help with handicapped
student 5 days a week. Pay negotiable. Call
656-6203.
WANTED: WAITRESS over 18. Serve
beer, 5-12. Apply in person, Tiger Paw
Restaurant.

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
NIEHOFF

CHAMPION

Astro ll"Last Tango in Paris"-2:30, 4:55,
7:20, 9:45.
Camelot."Paper Moon"-Startlng August
31; call 235-0356.
Wade Hampton Mall"Walklng Tall"-2:30,
4:45, 7, 9:15.

astro 3 theatre
NOW SHOWING

ROGER
M00RE

Clemson
Clemson Theatre-"Pat Garrick and Bill
the Kid"-3 8, 9.
Starting Sunday at 3 & 9: "Avanti"-thru
Tuesday (times to be announced; "Mclntosl
Man"-starting September 5.
Astro lll-"Live and Let Die"-4:40, 6:50,

JAMES
BOND

Seneca
Jerry Lewis-"Enter the Dragon"-7 8, 9.

Downstairs Showroom

Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Astro l-"jesus Christ Superstar"-3, 5, 7, &

cinema

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF MANAGEMENT will hold a meeting on
Tuesday at 7 PM in room 104 Sirrine. All

WAGNER

Greenville

9.

COLUCE AVENUE/654-1670

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

MONROE

Anderson
Osteen-"40 Carats"-Call 224-6900for times.

JERRY GALLOWAY you have a fan club.

ANY AMERICAN STUDENTS that are
interested in the International Students
Association are asked to contact Otis Nelson
(director of foreign student affairs) at the
YMCA or Udai Singh (ISA President) at 6566657.

LIVE
AND i
LEFDJE

334 College Ave.
Behind Robin Hood Wool Shop — College Ave.

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE

QUAKER STATE

TRIP FORMING to go to Strawberry
Fields Jamaica. Call 654-1806 after 6 p.m.
Ask for Jim.

NEW COED FASHIONS

10% Discount

COLOR

United Artists

COMING SEPT. 12
I
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J
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TO ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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A Paramount Release
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NAVY AVIATION
WHERE THE SKY IS THE LIMIT

LOOKING FOR THE CHALLENGING RESPONSIBILITY OF
CONTROLLING AN '11 MILLION JET AT 10,000 FEET.

BEGIN YOUR AVIATION CAREER EARNING $ 10,000
FIND OUT ABOUT THESE OPPORTUNITIES FROM THE NAVY OFFICER
INFORMATION TEAM AT THE LOGIA ON SEPTEMBER 4, 5, 6 AND 7
FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

BE SOMEONE SPECIAL—FLY NAVY
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Rivers believes Watergate won't effect Republicans
ByKATHYQUINBY
"The Watergate Scandal of the
Week" is the new game that is
being played in Washington,
according to the president of the
College Young Republicans, John
Rivers.
But in South Carolina, the
Watergate incident has had little
or no effect on the Republican
party, Rivers claimed. "Nobody

is concerned about it here," he
said, adding that the Republicans
would "just as soon get the whole
thing over with."
The people of South Carolina
would prefer that Washington
stay in Washington so that they
can focus on the upcoming gubernatorial elections," Rivers
asserted. He charged that South
Carolina Democrats also were

party to financial "dirty tricks."
As for whether Nixon should be
forced to hand over the tapes that
the investigating committee
requested, Rivers said that he
believed it was "in the best interest of the country for him to be
able to keep some matters
confidential in the same way that
President Edwards must keep
certain information from the
student body of Clemson."

Rivers admits that crimes
were definitely committed and
agrees that the men involved in
them should be punished. But, so
far, there is no evidence to prove
that the President himself knew
anything about any of the
planned activities, he continued.
Until Nixon is proven guilty,
Rivers plans "to allow him all of
the civil liberties that anyone,
like say Angela Davis, is entitled
to."

Finally, Rivers stated "the
country should be allowed to have
the leadership it needs." And he
added, "If the Republican
National Committee had been in
-charge of the re-election of the
President, we would now be
enjoying the peace that Nixon has
brought to this country. Instead,
all Washington is involved in a
'Scandal of the Week' game."

Candidates needed
for student senate
The deadline for filing a petition to run for Student
Senate has been postponed to September 7.
The reason is a fairly simple one: as of Wednesday night, only 10 people had filed a run for the
51 senate seats.
Filing a petition isn't particularly painful or
difficult — a few people have attempted it more
than once and lived to tell the story. An applicant
need only pick up a form, fill it out and persuade 10
other students to sign it. Don Phillips, election
chairman, will be glad to take it from there.
There are many reasons why students run for
senate: to work for change, to feed their egos, to get
their picture in Taps or to protect their favorite
organization when the student fees are being
allocated. Even the Tiger has a representative
running.
Student government at Clemson comes in for
criticism—some of it deserved. But one can neither
praise or criticize a senate that is one more victim
of student apathy.

PETITION TO RUN FOR STUDENT SENATE
Name
T n Mn
Local Address

3itom-

Phone No.
Class
I understand that campaign expenditures
must not exceed $25.00.
signed
I approve the above named student's candidacy for the Student Senate.
Name
l._
2._
3._

U\\t HniuprBttg

4. _
j-_

"The Nation's Largest Group of Apparel Stores
Catering Exclusively to College Students".

6._
7._
8..

Store hours

9:00 AM-5:30 PM Mon.-Sat.

9._
10.

I.D.No.
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Perfect pot defense found
The apparently perfect pot
defense has been discovered by a
bright, young Miami attorney.
Richard Essen, a 34-year-old
criminal lawyer, successfully
challenged Florida Statute 404,
which, like other pot laws across
the nation, defines pot as Cannabis sativa.
Essen, along with Assistant
Public Defender Tom Morgan,
based their defense of 20-year-old
Ruby D. Wilcox, on the scientifically supported fact that at
least three or four species of pot
exist and that Statute 404 states
that only possession of the
species Cannabis sativa is illegal.
The traditional defense in
marijuana cases is to argue that
either the defendant was searched illegally or that he was not
in possession at the time of
arrest. Essen, who worked on the
case for seven months, called on
Harvard professor Richard
Evens Schultes, a recognized

authority
on
botanic
hallucinogens, who discussed the
existence of the several species of
marijuana.
Schultes also noted that after
the leaves are broken, as is the
case with 99 per cent of the
samples taken from suspects,
there is no test known to man that
will identify one species from the
other. The standard police test
for the presence of marijuanadousing it with a chemical that
turns it bright purple—produces
exactly the same effect in all
species. The defense asked the
police chemists to prove that the
sample sought into evidence was
specifically the species Cannabis
sativa, the species cited in
Statute 404.
The police chemists and
Prosecutor John O'Donnell were
totally unprepared for such a
defense, while the jury was left
with no alternative but to return a
verdict of innocent. Wilcox, with

a clean record, had refused to
plead guilty in exchange for
reduction of the offense from
felony to misdemeanor.
Significant as the Wilcox case
appears to be, it does not set a
strong legal precedent because it
did not reach either a state appellate court or the U.S. Supreme
Court. There appears to be little
doubt, however, that the Wilcox
case will be favored by pot
smokers and their attorneys.
Says Essen, "My telephone has
barely stopped. I've had calls
from New York to California and
Alaska. I'm now in the process of
preparing a case in Canada.
Critics might say it's nit-picking
and that all we're doing is leaning
on a technicality. But the fact
remains that the laws of the land
must be followed to the letter."

PEPSI
North Main St.

The Varsity House
Chicken, Egg, Tuna - Salads
Fish, Ham, Chicken, Turkey,

And Richard Essen knows that
pot is spelled Cannabis sativa.

and Roast Beef Sandwiches

Gourmet Salad Bar

HARPER'S

two plates (with refill)

100 Sheets

55*

654-2843

2 Section

59*

orders to go

Stadium Seats

$399

The Varsity House

$

5 Section

1.19

(down from the Study Hall)

All Imprinted
With Tiger Paw

Orange and White

>

Visit Our Record & Tape
Department — All At
Discount Prices

Shop & Save

Mr. Knickerbocker
College Ave.

*°\To*** 1 * SALE <£t

Now Thur Sat. Sept. 1

SUMMER GOODS
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

iir^i

m

(VOLVO)

25

Hamburger, Cheeseburger Plates

Cpmpo Books

- ■ Ht

'1

with 18 items

College Ave. - Clemson

H

TERRY BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C.

ALBUMS

EUROPAIR IMPORTS
P. O. BOX 331, Clemson, S. C.
'Pote&f* &vi Sfiecl*lt4tA

James Coburn Kris Kristofferson

NEW AND USED PARTS
BUSINESS
654-3404

Old Stone Church Rd.
Behind Thriftyway on Pendleton

PATGARRETT
MB

BILLY THE KID
Tn Pnlnr ■ R-Rateri

Reg.

Our Price

*.98
5.98
7.98
9.98

3.50
■4.25
5.25
5.98

Party Supplies

ALL TAPES *5 50

and

Large selection of amplifiers and guitars

Sun. Mon.-Tue.-Sept. 2-4

Morning After Aids

Rolling Stone-75*

Clemson Service Station
Seneca Road
Phone 654-5120

S £ MIBIMOK
JUETHIS ,un -AMI!
in vmui — n-ivdicu *

CLEMSON THEATRE

Barnett's Music Center
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
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Winning football—it won't come easy
By KERRY CAPPS
When Red Parker assumed the duties of head
football coach here last December, he undertook a
tremendous challenge — to revitalize an anemic
football program and to bring a winning tradition to
Clemson. It may not take long for Clemson fans to
notice the evidence of a new vitality in the program
under Parker, as he brought with him from The
Citadel a wide open, high-risk veer offense, which will
most certainly liven things up in Death Valley this
fall.
The second challenge, the establishment of a
winning tradition here, may be a bit more difficult.
Regardless of what caliber team Coach Parker is able
to put together for the coming season, a winning
season this year will be a tall order.
The 1973 Clemson season, much of which was drawn
up over a decade ago, pits the Tigers against several
of the most formidable teams in the nation, as well as
a full conference slate. With the overall improvement
which has taken place in the conference as a whole
this year, the 1973 schedule ranks as possibly the
toughest ever facing a Clemson team.
The Tigers open the '73 season a week from
Saturday here against The Citadel. In the past, the
Citadel game has been considered a "safe" one for
the Tigers. This season, a new coach and football
system has left The Citadel with the same question
marks which hamper any viable pre-season
assessment of Parker's team here. One thing,
however, is certain — the cadets would like nothing
better than to spoil their former coach's Clemson
debut, so the Bulldogs can be expected to put together
the supreme effort next weekend.
After a week's layoff, the team will travel to Athens
to challenge Vince Dooley's Georgia team. The Dogs
are expected to be in the heat of the SEC race this
season, and that, of course, speaks for itself.
The following weekend the team will make that
annual trek to Atlanta to face Georgia Tech, perhaps
with its best team in years, paced by potential AilAmerican running back Randy Rhino, Tech has been
ranked in the top twenty in almost every pre-season
poll this year.
Texas A&M applies the opposition in the Tigers'
second home game of the year. The Aggies, coming
off a gloomy 3-8 campaign last season, appear to have
gotten things together in time for the Tigers this year.
A&M is given a shot at challenging Texas for the
Southwestern Conference crown this year, and has
been given top twenty status in at least one poll.
Virginia kicks off the Clemson conference slate,
and, according to most sources, the Cavaliers will
field a team superior to any that they have had in the
recent past. Duke, the Tigers' opponent for the
following week, also sports an improved team, which
coach Mike McGee describes as his best since coming
to Duke. Both these games are considered as toss-ups
for the Tigers in most pre-season prognostications.
N. C. State comes off one of the most spectacular
rebuilding years ever, as in a single season Lou Holtz
took the Wolfpack from the bottom of the conference
to the top twenty and a Peach Bowl humiliation of a
highly regarded West Virginia team. State was
picked as the team to beat this season in the conference by the ACC coaches.
Successive contests with Wake Forest, North
Carolina, and Maryland round out the conference
schedule. Wake Forest is not expected to be able to
, improve on last season's last place conference finish.
North Carolina, the ACC champion for the last two
years, was hurt somewhat by graduation last spring,
but should still be able to make a good defense of that
title. Bill Dooley's Tar Heels are another Clemson
opponent ranked in the pre-season top twenty by some
plls. Maryland could be the conference dark horse in
'73, with a chance of challenging St ate and UNC for
conference supremacy.
And so, though it is virtually impossible to make
any predictions on the coming football season, one
fact remains quite clear—it won't come easy.

(Photo by Rowntree)

Bennie Cunningham makes a reception in Jayvee action from last season.
Cunningham should play an important role in Tiger offensive plans this year.

Big Red's Machine will be
predictably unpredictable
By JIM LUCAS
Will it be Big Red's Machine or the Little Orange
Tricycle? Pre-season predictions for the 73 Tigers
range from 4-7 to 1-10, yet these same
prognosticators picked N.C. State's Peach Bowl
champs to finish at the bottom of the ACC last year.
Amid all this confusion, sports fans across the
Clemson campus have been waiting with baited
breath for the final, authoritative prediction-the
TIGER Sports Staff's 1973 Tiger Football Forecast.
And here it is:
The '73 Tigers will be completely unpredictable!
With a new coach, a new offense, and new players
in key positions, this Tiger team is a soothsayer's
nightmare. Visions of Lou Holtz's miracle dance in
our heads, but when we look at the depth chart, that
pessimism which has become a Clemson tradition
of late creeps upon us once more. Ambivalence
seems to be the prevailing mood here-even Coach
Parker has resorted to extraordinary rhetorical
gymnastics in order to avoid being pinned down as
to his team's chances this year. Trying to get a
straight answer from the cagey redhead is about as
easy as trying to get a straight answer from Nixon
about Watergate. Parker fully realizes that, with
this team, anything at all might happen.

"With a new coach, a new offense,
and new players in key positions,
this Tiger team is a soothsayer's
nightmare."
Perhaps the brightest spot on the 1973 Tiger team
is the linebacking corps. Three regulars return
from last year's team, and several promising
newcomers are available to back them up. Jimmy
Williamson, one of the ACC's premier linebackers
last year as a sophomore, returns for his junior
season. Williamson, who was named to the Rookie
All-American second unit, made the key play in the
'72 Clem son-Carolina game, batting down a pass in
a two-point conversion attempt to preserve a 7-6
victory for the Tigers. Willie Anderson, another

starter from last year's squad, is back; although
hampered by an injury sustained in pre-season
drills, Anderson should be ready for the season
opener against the Citadel. Frank Wise, who lettered last year as a freshman, should man.the third
linebacker slot; one of the top defensemen in the
South at Eau Claire High, Wise is a linebacker in the
classic mold-mobile, agile, and hostile.
Pre-season predictions generally cited the Tigers'
lack of running backs as a serious weakness, but
there are several untested players who may make
the "Tiger Triple" click. Ken Callicutt, a freshman
from Chester who broke a 55-yard touchdown run
from scrimmage in last Saturday's controlled intrasquad scrimmage, possesses the size (6-2,200)
and speed of a great running back. Named as the '72
Shrine Bowl's most valuable back, Callicutt is
definitely in the running for variety duty; as a
senior at Chester High, running in a triple-option
offense, Callicutt gained some 1,300 yards from
scrimmage behind an offensive line that was, for
the most part, smaller than he was. Chuck Huntley
cannot be called a new player, strictly speaking; he
was a standout runner on the '69 Cub team, gaining
over 800 yards in five games. However, the 5-9
speedster has been away from the game for two
years. He returned to varsity play in this year's
spring practice, and promptly earned a spot on the
team; going into the fall drills, Huntley must be
considered a contender for one of the starting backfield positions. One of the nation's finest blocking
fullbacks, Toni Matthews of Ferrum Junior College,
signed with Clemson this year, and perhaps his
most impressive credential is the fact that Lou
Holtz of N.C. State tried his best to recruit Matthews. George Bosse, a redshirt, is one of the fastest
backs on the Clemson squad; while sitting out his
redshirt year, Bosse was one of the main-stays of
the Tiger track team. No, Smiley Sanders-the lone
veteran running back-will not be alone this season.
There are potential stars in the Tiger backfield;
only time, and experience under fire, will tell.
(This pre-season look at the '73 Tigers will be
continued next week with a look at the offensive line
and the Tiger defense.)
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NCAA reorganization will
not affect Clemson athletics
By KERRY CAPPS

Red Parker

(Photo by Rowntree)

Cross Country team
seeks winning season
By STEVE ELLIS
A well-known saying, espoused
by a great number of coaches as
the key to a successful season, is
that there's no substitute for
experience. But Coach P. Wee
Greenfield thinks that hard work
and the team's willingness to run
workouts may be just the substitutes that will make the upcoming cross country season one
of Clemson's finest.
In no way does this mean that
the team lacks experienced
runners. But with freshmen
numbering eight out of the twelve
man squad, that leaves a very
small minority that have done
any running on the college level.
Even with such a young team,
Coach Greenfield expects this
year's team to be one of the best
he has ever coached. With the
number of runners recruited over
the summer, along with two
returning lettermen, his expectations seem well-founded.
The two returnees, Ian
Davidson of Rock Hill and Rick
Zanes of Wenonah, N. J., both
sophomores, are expected to be
part of the trio that should
provide most of the team's
strength. Completing that
threesome is Roy Kulikowski of
McMurray, Pa., who was a
highly-successful six-miler in
junior college last year. Of the
eight freshmen, the three on
scholarship are Dean Matthews
of Lakewood, N.J., Dave Geer of
N. J., and Herman Jutzeler of
Charleston. Rounding out the
team are Wolfgang Funk of
Saluda (a sophomore), Steve
Burgess and Dave Wright, both of
Columbia, Richard Clonan of
Colonia, N. J., Steve Ellis of
Winter Park, Fla., and Connie
Grant of Rock Hill.
With last year's team finishing
with an unspeakable 0-6 record
and placing last in the conference
meet, these runners have a long
climb to the top. As Coach
Greenfield said, "We are not
rebuilding, because how can you
rebuild on a record like that? We

are simply starting all over
again." To make it to the top, or
at least to a point of respectability, means to a player
waking up at six in the morning,
running seven miles (and then
the same distance in the afternoon), and making a good
day's work at least fourteen
miles.
While this type of workout is
not unusual among cross country
runners, the average person can
make little sense of why someone
would want to run that much. And
since Clemson is like most
schools, few know of the team's
existence, and even fewer know
exactly what it is. The reason for
this lack of interest is due mostly
to the fact that meets are five
miles long and are held in wooded
areas with only limited visibility
for the spectator. It is because of
this lack of spectators (and the
early morning trails) that the
phrase "lonely is the longdistance runner" may apply to
the Clemson cross country team.
However, cross country's main
emphasis is not on the individual—as the phrase may
suggest—but on the team's total
performance. The system of
scoring is further evidence of
this: Although Clemson will run
all twelve boys in each meet, only
the top five finishers for the team
will count. As in golf, the team
with the lowest score wins.
While the written word can
explain the rules, it cannot explain the sight of a hundred guys
sprinting in one mass, or one lone
runner giving it his all to finish
first. Only with the experience of
watching such an event can one
grasp the true Jdea of cross
country. With the Clemson
season starting next week, and
the first home meet scheduled for
Sept. 22, the chance of seeing the
team is not far away. However,
with or without the fans the
Clemson cross country team is
out to prove that a winning
season can be earned by working
just a little harder.

The National Collegiate
Athletic Association met in
special session earlier this month
to approve a reorganization plan,
which according to some sources
may have saved the NCAA from
a possible break-up. The new
plan, which was adopted by an
overwhelming margin by 405
delegates to the first special
convention in the 67 year history
of the NCAA, divides the NCAA
membership into three divisions
for competitive and legislative
purposes.
The
NCAA
constitution
remains a single document, but
the reorganization allows for
each division to adopt amendments to the overall By-laws
applicable only to that division.
The only catch to the apparent
independence of each of the three
divisions under the new plan
comes in the fact that a two thirds
vote of the entire convention body
can over-ride the proposal
adopted by any one particular
group.
According to the new proposal
each member institution will
select its division through self
determination, except for the
sport of football in which Division
I membership will consist of the
126
institutions
currently
classified as "major" by the
Football
Stastics
and
Classification Committee.

The adopted reorganization
will allow increased flexibility in
athletic programs, especially for
those schools currently classified
in Divisions II and HI. For
example, a school such as South
Carolina State in Orangeburg,
currently classified in Division
II, could petition the NCAA
convention for inclusion in
Division I for sports other than
football, where the classification
is automatically determined. If
the petition were accepted, then
S.C. State would be required to
abide by Division I regulations in
those sports affected.
Schools without major football
programs, but with major
basketball programs such as
Marquette, will be allowed to
elect Division I status.
The reason for the near breakup of the NCAA came in a dispute
between the major football
powers and the smaller NCAA
members
over
football
regulations in such fields as
recruiting for the football
"biggiges". The schools with
major concentrations on their
football programs felt that they
should be allowed to determine
the rules for that group without
outside interference from
member schools with either nonexistent or at least limited
football programs.
The argument over this issue
became progressively heated to
the point where several leading

national figures in intercollegiate
football spoke out urging that the
major football powers break
away from the NCAA to form
their
own
independent
organization.
The recently passed action was
introduced as a comprimise
measure to reconcile the two
factions. The action did not go
nearly as far as the majority of
major college football schools,
including members of the
Atlantic Coast Conference, would
have preferred in regards to
granting them antonomy in
setting up rules and regulations
governing the sport because of
the inclusion of the two-thirds
veto clause.
Clemson Athletic Director Bill
McLellan says that the recently
adopted reorganization plan will
not have any affect on athletics
here at Clemson, since Clemson,
being classified as a "major" in
football, automatically falls into
Division I in all sports.
"We'll just have to wait and see
how the new plan works out,"
McLellan commented. "It was
really not exactly what we
wanted because it still allows the
minor schools to have a degree of
control over major college
football, but we're in the position
now where all we can do is to sit
and see what happens."

1 DAY TUNE-UP SERVICE
MAJOR OVERHAULS - our specialty
ROAD SERVICE & HOUSE CALLS
CUSTOM WORK

TIRES BATTERIES & CHAIN
NGK & CHAMPION PLUGS
HELICOIL CASTROL

654-4939
"all makes and models"

cycle shop
100 Old Stone Church Road
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Obscenity: How will Clemson react?
Concerned with the
growing
pornography
problem, the United States
Supreme Court, in a series
of 5-4 decisions, voted in
late June for a complete
rewriting of old obscenity
guidelines.
The result was a strict,
conservative obscenity,
definition, aimed at
isolating hard core pornography from protection
under the First Amendment.
Basically, the new
definition of obscenity
states that local rather
than national standards
will guide juries and
judges in determining
what is obscene. Also, the
ruling refused to authorize
exemptions for obscenity
aimed at consenting
adults.
Experts agree that
prosecutors will have a
much easier time proving
their cases under these
new rules, expecially since
the court voted to drop the
social value test for obscene material.
Because of the emphasis
on local standards in the
ruling, definitions of obscenity are expected to
vary greatly across the
nation. As Michigan Attorney General Frank
Kelley warned in the July 2
edition of Time magazine,
"This really sets us back
in the dark ages. Now
prosecuting attorneys in
every county and state will
be grandstanding, and
every jury in every little
community will have a
crack at each new book,
play and movie."

"To give the power to
the censor, as we do
today, is to make a
sharp and radical break
with the traditions of a
free society...We deal
here with problems of
censorship if adopted,
should be done by
constitutional amendment after full debate
by the people."
Justice William Douglas

Controversial film expected to open in Clemson September 19
By MARILYN THOMPSON
While the Supreme Court's decision on pornography is causing widespread reaction, Clemson area theatre managers say they are sitting
tight, hoping there will be no local disturbance.
"I don't really know how Clemson will react to X-rated movies
now," said one local theatre manager, "but I hope there won't be any
trouble."
The managers are optimistic that Clemson, which is possibly
composed of a more liberal viewing audience than other area cities,
will react well to questionable films.
There has been no adverse reaction in the past to X-rated movies.
Clemson Theatre, which previously showed X-rated late shows on
Friday and Saturday nights, received very little criticism for showing
the "Skin Flicks", and they cancelled the late show series this year
simply because of the poor attendance and quality of the movies.
Yet, since the Court's June ruling, no X-rated films have played in
the Clemson area, and therefore, local citizen reaction has not been
put to a test.
This will not remain the case for long, however. On September 19,
the downtown Astro III theatre will show Marlon Brando's "Last
Tango in Paris," the controversial film which has aroused heated
debate at its openings in Charleston, Columbia, and Greenville.
Astro HI manager Allan Libby said he is not particularly apprehensive about the film's opening, and added that he expects no
interference from 13th Circuit Solicitor Tom Greene.
Greene, who acts as solicitor for both Pickens and Greenville
counties, viewed the movie's opening in Greenville last week. He did
not close the movie, stating that in view of legal guidelines in recent
Supreme Court decisions, the film could not be judged obscene.
Since Greene did not stop the Greenville showing, Libby feels
relatively sure that the film will play without interference in Clemson.
Another local manager, who asked to remain unidentified, said
there is a possibility that local citizens will be upset with the film and
put pressure on Greene to close it. He said that he has no idea how city
council and other local officials will react to the sexually explicit
scenes in "Last Tango."
Theatre managers here explained that they have not been contacted
by Solicitor Greene, and are not exactly sure how he will handle the
pornography situation in Pickens County.
Greene recently held a meeting of Greenville theatre managers to
ask for their voluntary cooperation in the crackdown on pornographic
films. At the meeting, he also mentioned that he would "investigate
the situation in Pickens," but theatre managers said he has not consulted them on the issue.
The situation in Greenville—with the solicitor's strict guidelines in
dealing with pornography—has aroused much interest among local
theatre personnel.
Greene has already arrested one Greenville theatre manager,

Robert Williams of the Cedar Lane Drive-In. Williams was charged
with exhibiting obscene material after the film "Sidewalk Cowboy"
was confiscated from the theatre. The case was scheduled to come
before Greenville County's Grand Jury yesterday.
Reaction to the Greenville developments among the managers has
been mixed. Libby said he admires the ability and willingness of the
Greenville theatre managers to work together in the solving the
problem, and he added that Greene is doing a "very fair, good job."
Personally, however, Libby said he thinks people should have "a
choice, to some extent, in what they want to see." He said that, ideally,
movie theatres could run a variety of films of all ratings, and the
comounity would have no violent reaction.
"We at the theatre are trying to please everybody," Libby said. He
stated that the theatre books all types of films, aimed at different
types of audiences.
"In August, we had three weeks of G-rated movies," Libby said,
"because we realize there are families in town who want to have
movies children can see."
Libby maintained that the community should take the attitude of
"I've had my turn, now let them have theirs." He added that he thinks
the town of Clemson is "level-headed enough to allow controversial
movies to be shown."
Rex Carroll, manager of Seneca's Cinema Theatre, agrees that
adults should have the right to choose what movies they want to see.
However, he said the Williams case in Greenville is an entirely different matter.
"A drive-in is not the place to show X-rated movies," Carroll said,
"but in an enclosed theatre it should be up to the individual."
"Theatres don't force anyone to see a movie," Carroll stressed.
He mentioned that the Cinema, as a matter of policy, does not show
X-rated movies because of community feeling on the matter. An Xrated film was confiscated from the former Jerry Lewis Cinema in
Seneca lastyear, and Carroll said that the incident caused "quite a bit
of talk, and a lot of bad impressions to be formed."
Carroll is afraid that the court ruling will have some bad effects on
local theatre managers.
"If you had people who were previously very set against X-rated
movies, then they are going to be even more so now," he said.
Provided that X-rated movies are allowed to play in the area,
theatre managers emphasized that certain rules must be strictly
enforced.
For example, if "Last Tango" opens at the Astro, Libby said that
local policemen or security guards will be there to check identification
and make sure that no "trouble" occurs.
Also, ticket prices will be raised to compensate for the 20 per cent
state tax for showing X-rated films.
"We are not trying to exploit our customers. "We're not in it for
commercialism or capitalism. We only want to provide good entertainment," said Libby.

